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Anatomy of a Conference Twitter Hashtag: #AALL2010

Panoramic view of Denver Convention Center, with blue bear in the middle. Photo by: Roger Skalbeck

Tech Talk column for Law Library Lights
By Roger V. Skalbeck, Georgetown Law Library.
During the 2010 American Association of Law Libraries conference in Denver, many people used Twitter for discussions,
critiques and back room chatter. By using a key word specific to the conference (called a hashtag listed as #aall2010),
231 people posted 2117 tweets between September 29th and July 29th. Here I analyze AALL 2010 conference tweets, and
describe options to capture, save and analyze Twitter content for any purpose. In addition, I provide access to an
archive of conference tweets for later research.
To get an idea of conference‐related conversations on Twitter, here’s a word map of posts, excluding user names,
created with a text visualization tool at wordle.net.

Twitter Search Limitations and Tweet Content
Capturing and preserving Twitter content requires advance planning. The default Twitter search engine
(http://search.twitter.com) is good for real time results, but it’s not useful for research or content capture. Also, you
need to use a tool with access to the Twitter API (Application Programming Interface) to obtain full tweet details beyond
what you see on a web page.
It’s well known that each Tweet is limited to 140 characters, but a twitter status object contains much more metadata.
A Twitter developer mapped out elements of a Twitter status object in very specific detail, which is annotated here:
http://mehack.com/map‐of‐a‐twitter‐status‐object Each object identifies the creator, tool used to post, language,
location, whether it’s a reply and other details. Preserving tweets for archiving or content analysis is best done by
capturing full status object details.

Capturing Tweets
TwapperKeeper (www.twapperkeeper.com) is one tool that works to capture tweets for archiving and analysis. To use
this service, you initiate an archive through their site by selecting key words, such as a hashtag, to collect. For example,
#AALL2010 content collection began on September 29, 2010 when Yale law librarian Jason Eiseman started an archive
for it. This archive is still active, but only 2,117 were analyzed for this article. TwapperKeeper has recently released their
software, so you can run it on your own server: http://your.twapperkeeper.com/

#AALL2010 Tweet Summary
Once an archive is created on TwapperKeeper, you can download them as a compressed .tar file. On Mac and Windows,
a program like StuffIt Expander will let you view this content in a spreadsheet such as Excel. Following are charts
showing some characteristics of conference Twitter traffic using this data. Unsurprisingly, traffic peaks on the last day of
the conference and drops off significantly by Wednesday, July 14, when most people had left Denver.

Top 15 Twitter Users by Posts
Twitter Name (Tweets)
Real Name
sglassmeyer (91)
Sarah Glassmeyer
pcbrannon (86)
Pam Brannon
aallnet (86)
AALL
jbnann (76)
John Nann
cpdblibn (73)
CPDB Librarian
mak506 (72)
Meg Kribble
Librynth (61)
Cindy Bassett
glambert (60)
Greg Lambert
mdaniels3000 (58)
Michael Daniels
montserratlj (57)
Lyo Louis‐Jacques
johnny42 (45)
John Beatty
libraryfocus (44)
Marie Kaddell
jeiseman (43)
Jason Eiseman
stephdavidson (43)
Stephanie Davidson
hlakatos (38)
Holly Lakatos

Top Twitter Posting Tools
Client/Source
Posts
TweetDeck
638
Web
568
Twitter for iPhone
269
HootSuite
139
Twitter for BlackBerry
111
Twitterrific
68
Twitter for Android
61
Seesmic
44
API
33
UberTwitter
28
Twitpic
23
TweetChat
22
mobile web
21
Text
11
Echofon
9

Percentage
30.14%
26.83%
12.71%
6.57%
5.24%
3.21%
2.88%
2.08%
1.56%
1.32%
1.09%
1.04%
0.99%
0.52%
0.43%

Random metrics from the Twitter traffic:
 197 (9.3%) tweets sent to specific users (begins with @username)
 366 (17.2%) retweets (these are forwarded messages)
 60 (2.8%) tweets use geographic location tags
Conversation Zeitgeist
Here are selected key words and their occurrence in Twitter posts for the conference:
Work
Librarian (175)
Library (85)
Booth (83)
Vendor (63)
Drupal (36)
Bluebook (29)
Frugal (22)
Academic (9)
Firm (7)

Play
Fun (44)
Enjoy (24)
Party (21)
Karaoke (8)
Reception (5)
World Cup (3)
Beer (1)
Bowling (1)
Relax (0)

Finally, here are some interesting ways Twitter was used during the 2010 AALL conference in Denver:



Somebody set up an account called AALLBLUEBEAR, pretending to be the large bear statue outside the
convention center. 51 people signed up to get the bear’s friendly Tweets. http://twitter.com/aallbluebear
Based only on Twitter messages, law student and blogger Laura Bergus wrote a post about her impressions of a
session involving interaction between Lexis, Westlaw & Fastcase, while home in Iowa.
http://laurabergus.com/2010/07/fans‐of‐fastcase/





During the 2009 American Library Association conference, attendees used an anonymous Twitter account “ALA
Secrets” to share gossip and snarky comments. This was emulated later that year for the AALL conference in
Portland. The same account “AALLSECRETS” was available in Denver, but it generated fewer than 20 posts.
People at the conference also used Twitter was to monitor other programs, in case one you didn’t choose was
more interesting that the one you did. A post to AALLSECRETS reveals how seat selection might work for those
who hedge their bets.

Accessing Archived Tweets
University of Nebraska Library Director Richard Leiter showed a live stream of all #AALL2010 Twitter posts during his
session on preserving online ephemera. On the panel, Bill LeFurgy from the Library of Congress talked about how his
library selects content to preserve digitally for their collections. In particular, he mentioned that they are receiving the
entire collection of Twitter posts to archive. There was no announcement on how or when this data will be available.
Until the Library of Congress archive comes online, people archiving Twitter content need to do so on their own. If
you’re interested in ephemera from the AALL 2010 conference, the Twitter hashtag archive is a great place to start.
Interestingly, the archive I got from TwapperKeeper for this article had disappeared by early September (formerly at:
http://bit.ly/du0FTY), though it could perhaps be requested again from the service.
Thankfully all posts analyzed for this article are posted online here:
http://scholarship.law.georgetown.edu/digitalpreservation_publications/5/ in the Georgetown Law Center institutional
repository hosted by Berkeley Electronic Press. The company’s president, Jean‐Gabriel Bankier, was also a panelist in on
Rich Leiter’s session on digital ephemera. During the talk, #AALL2010 tweets were streamed live on the screen. Jean‐
Gabriel commented that they were distracting while presenting. Now that they’re preserved on a system his company
created, anybody can access them without distraction.

